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T
hey came thundering from all sides, driven by a primordial instinct

and sucked in by the cacophony and energy of those already crossing,

plunging into the Mara River seemingly without care, chancing their

luck against the current, the rocks and the crocs. Chaotic, pulsating,

exhilarating…

The day started like any other on my Serengeti safari – early. The mocking chats and

freckled nightjars were stridently leading the dawn chorus as my guide Frank and I

chugged out of camp. Most guests were still sleeping, or enjoying a mug of coffee

with scrambled eggs and flapjacks. Little did we know that this would be no ordinary

day…

The noise was deafening as

the wildebeests and zebras

scrambled across the river

towards us © Frank Gabriel

A black rhino mother

and calf out in the

open grassy savannah

© Frank Gabriel



The previous day, we had enjoyed bucket

list bliss as a 30-minute stream of thousands

of wildebeest and zebra crossed the Mara

River in front of us, with four going down

to massive Nile crocodiles that seemed to

lurk everywhere, biding their time and

choosing their victims wisely. All four

victims were young wildebeest that had

strayed from the safety of thousands of

churning hooves,  their  agonised cries

drowned out by the cacophony.

Later that day we found two black rhinos on

the open plains,  completing the Big 5

sightings within 24 hours of my arrival.

My special request for the day was to look

for rufous-tailed weavers, northern Tanzania

being the only place in the world where

they are found. After hours of searching we found a flock of six weavers working the

short grass for insects and seeds a few metres away from the bush track. This is a

robust weaver, with piercing bright blue eyes – a ‘lifer’ for me.

We also got caught in a sudden thunderstorm, and took shelter in a copse of thorn

trees. After the refreshing downpour we hit the tracks again, Earth’s pheromones

infusing us with a sense of her fecundity and of exuberant celebration. Flying ants

were emerging, much to the delight of a pair of feasting bat-eared foxes, and

countless mongooses, hornbills and toads that gobbled up this rich protein bonus. A

good day indeed!



Clockwise from top left: 1) We searched the savannah for the endemic rufous-tailed

weaver, eventually finding a small flock working the short grass for insects and seeds © Frank

Gabriel; 2) The northern Serengeti is dotted with rocky kopjes that dominate the vast

savannah © Simon Espley; 3) Spotted eagle-owl chicks glare at us suspiciously © Frank

Gabriel; 4) A shy leopard hangs out in one of the many rocky kopjes overlooking the

Serengeti plains © Frank Gabriel; 5) A large male lion making do with the remaining water

at this brackish seep. The rains had not yet arrived and life seemed to be in limbo © Simon

Espley

And so, today we planned to simply amble around and enjoy whatever Africa

delivered. We had packed breakfast and lunch – this was to be a long, exploratory

day out. Our route took us through the nearby rocky kopjes, in search of the leopard

and her large male cub we had watched the day before harassing a pair of ostriches,

while several oribi whistled their angst at the presence of the spotted ones.

After an hour or so of bumbling around we crested a rise and gazed down towards

the Kenyan side of the Mara, to see if any wildebeest were gathering. Indeed, they

were.

The riverbank and beyond was black with wildebeest – with a few bunches of zebras

breaking the black background.

“Looks like siafu!” exclaimed Frank, as we headed back to the same spot of our

previous day’s good fortune.

‘Siafu’ is the Swahili name for the colonies of large red army ants that march across

the countryside, consuming all in their path.



Left: ‘Siafu’ is the Swahili name for these marauding red army ants which march across the

countryside, consuming all in their path © Simon Espley; Right: The massive herd of

wildebeest were likened to the red army ants © Frank Gabriel

By some stroke of luck, the first of the wildebeest hit the water the exact second we

parked on an elevated peninsula directly opposite. What followed blew my mind. A

thick column of wildebeest some 30-across forded the river directly towards us.

Initially they aimed for a narrow gully to our right, but then the leaders stopped in

their tracks, suddenly unsure of that route. By now hundreds were pouring into the

river from several places on the opposite bank, and the bottleneck in the water

ballooned, before the decision was made to veer to our left and stream up a narrow

gully a few metres from us.

Chaos reigned, as some animals were trampled in the panic to clamber up the gully

to our left – often with three or four animals barging into a space fit for one. By now

wildebeest and zebras were bursting out of the woodland from all sides on the

opposite bank and galloping towards the crossing point, crashing down into the

water, splitting as they reached us, and climbing up the bank on both sides of us!

(Note that our vehicle was on a high peninsula and not obstructing the path of the

herd in any way.)



The noise was deafening and the energy levels high – overpowering in fact. It was

about 20 minutes later, with many tens of thousands having made the crossing, when

someone called full-time and those remaining on the opposite bank pulled back, to

regroup for the next attempt. This crossing saw several times the number of animals

than yesterday’s crossing, in less time.

Amongst the chaos two more crocs hit paydirt, dragging their bellowing victims

below the swirling waters before sealing the kill with violent death rolls.

Caption: The crocodiles picked off young wildebeest that became separated from the herd

during chaotic Mara River crossings © Frank Gabriel

Watch a video of the wildebeests and zebras crossing the Mara River, filmed by

Simon Espley and Frank Gabriel, below

Chaos reigned as the

wildebeest scrambled up the

bank on both sides of us ©

Simon Espley

Wildebeest migration crossing



Zebras seemed slightly more organised, more alert to danger, pickier about when and

where to cross. One group chose to cross a few metres upstream from the tightly-

packed thrashing wildebeest horde, creating a bow wave to push along a tiny foal

with wide eyes. The tiny rocking horse scrambled and surfed to shore, shook himself

off a few metres from us and staggered off to follow his herd.

Emotionally exhausted and with sore eyes, we retreated from the mayhem and found

a quiet spot for some succour and reflection. And breakfast. Nothing like a delicious

bush breakfast in the cool shade of a balanites tree, with the savannah vista stretching

out below us.

The zebras were more

alert to danger when

crossing the river ©

Frank Gabriel



Clockwise from top left: 1) Safari pastry treats © Lemala Camps; 2) Guests enjoy lunch

under an acacia tree in the Serengeti © Lemala Camps; 3) Delicious offerings for a bush

lunch © Simon Espley; 4) There is nothing quite like breakfast in the Serengeti © Frank

Gabriel

These crossings were right up there with my most extraordinary wildlife encounters

on this great continent I am lucky enough to call home. Like most of these natural

phenomenas, they cast a spell on me, reminding me that we are all just minor actors

in the theatre of life. All of us. That throng of wildebeest reminded me of crowds

waiting to cross a busy city street or board the underground train, packed tightly and

subject to that group energy, that sense of going with the flow.



After a few days of river crossings in northern Serengeti I caught a short flight to the

central plains of the Seronera area. From the air I saw lines of wildebeest plodding

south, towards these plains, in anticipation of the coming rains. But the central plains

were still dry during my brief stay – the short grass corn-yellow, and swirling dust

devils betraying the bone-dry soil.

Clockwise from top: 1) On arrival at Ewanjan Camp in the central plains, I was greeted

by a herd of zebras © Simon Espley; 2) Lions mating in the fading light, a few metres from

our vehicle © Frank Gabriel; 3) A breeding herd of elephants feed in the fading light ©

Simon Espley; 4) This lioness was catching early morning rays on her rocky outlook post ©

Frank Gabriel

In my three days here I saw nary a wildebeest, although zebras were scattered here

and there, scavenging on patches of burnt ground with mere millimetres of green

grass, perhaps sprouted in anticipation of the coming rains. There were Thomson’s

and Grant’s gazelle everywhere, often in large gatherings. And lions. We stopped

counting lions after a while, so many were there. We also found a few leopards and

cheetahs, but lion encounters defined this part of my safari.

The big cats were hanging in at the peak of the dry season, waiting for the rains and

the herds to arrive. Ribs were showing on tawny muscular bodies, and the sense of

anticipation was palpable. Pity the first arrivals from the north…

Giraffes drinking from one of

the few remaining water

sources in the dry central

area © Simon Espley



MIGRATION INFORMATION

CROSSINGS

The Great Wildebeest Migration is a never-ending pursuit of nutritious grazing by

the two million-strong wildebeest and zebra herds of the Mara-Serengeti ecosystem.

In the northern-most months of this roughly circular annual journey, the herds have

to cross firstly the Grumeti River and then the Mara River en-route north and again

on the return journey south. Often various herds wander back and forth across the

rivers, as they seek out the best grazing.

The Mara River usually offers the most dramatic crossings, because it is wider and

deeper than the Grumeti. There are also a few places, such as the Sand River, where

the herds can cross without getting their feet wet. This crossing process ebbs and

flows every season, and timing is entirely dependent on the rains. These crossings are

the most popular tourism aspect of the Great Wildebeest Migration, and the most

popular northern hemisphere holiday month of August is prime time, although

crossings can be viewed at any time from June to November.

These 14 lions – twelve in the

the frame and two bringing

up the rear, out of frame –

strolled determinedly passed

us. It was peak dry season

and the prides were hanging

in for the rains and the

arriving herds of wildebeest

© Simon Espley

© Frank Gabriel



SERENGETI

Serengeti National Park, in northern Tanzania, comprises almost 15,000 km² of

predominantly rolling grasslands, savannah, riverine forest and woodlands.

This vast landscape forms part of the unfenced Mara-Serengeti ecosystem that spans

Kenya and Tanzania and plays host to the Great Wildebeest Migration, also offering

regular sightings of the Big 5 (lion, leopard, elephant, buffalo and rhino) as well as

zebras, crocodiles, hippos, giraffes, various antelope species and good populations of

cheetahs, hyenas and wild dogs, and smaller species such as serval and bat-eared fox.

The name Serengeti is derived from the Maa word ‘siringet’, which refers to a “place

where the land runs forever”.

Kids enjoy an

explorative safari

away from their

parents in the

Serengeti © Lemala

Camps



WHERE TO STAY

Simon was graciously hosted at Lemala’s camps, lodges and villas in Tanzania: Lemala

Kuria Hills Lodge, Lemala Ewanjan Tented Camp, and Lemala Kili Villas.

LEMALA KURIA HILLS LODGE

Lemala Kuria Hills Lodge is perched amongst massive boulders on a rocky kopje in

the Wogakurya Hills of northern Serengeti National Park in Tanzania, a short game

drive from the Mara River and from the Kogatende airstrip. Each of the 15 glass-

fronted guest tents has been discretely positioned amongst the boulders to ensure

privacy and spectacular views, and the main lodge area enjoys sweeping views from

the bar, wooden deck and swimming pool areas.

Simon’s highlights

“I enjoyed that Kuria Hills is perched on a rocky kopje, looking down over the

plains. The camp area is alive with birds, and I enjoyed pairing my late afternoon

high tea with watching the white-headed and spot-flanked barbets compete with

brown parrots and Fischer’s lovebirds for ripe figs in the huge fig tree hanging over

the wooden deck of the main area. Watch out for the large cranky male buffaloes that

hang out amongst the guest units, and always call for an askari to escort you from

your room to the main area. There is an awesome sundowner spot on the rocks

immediately next to the lodge.”



LEMALA EWANJAN TENTED CAMP

Lemala Ewanjan Tented Camp is an authentic tented camp, with a decidedly colonial

explorer feel to it. The camp is positioned in a quiet valley, near to the vast central

plains of Seronera in the Serengeti National Park, but away from the busy main game

drive routes. The 12-tented camp is positioned to provide access to the Great

Wildebeest Migration during the months of November to January as the herd heads

south from the Mara River to the Ndutu Plains further south, and again during April

to June as the herds head north again. The Seronera area enjoys year-round game-

viewing, and has a large population of resident big cats.



Simon’s highlights

“I enjoyed the large tents, with their creaky wooden floorboards and colonial era

furnishing. This camp made me feel like an explorer, an adventurer. Freshly-brewed

early morning coffee on my private verandah was a camp highlight, looking out over

the savannah packed with zebras and Thomson’s and Grant’s gazelles, and watching

the stunning white-headed buffalo weavers and D’Arnaud’s barbets work the camp

area for scraps. Sundowner drinks at the fire were always memorable, complete with

awesome conversations and of course yet another amazing sunset.”

LEMALA KILI VILLAS

The four Lemala Kili Villas are located on a private wildlife and golf estate on the

outskirts of Arusha in Tanzania. These villas offer the ideal overnight stay before or

after your safari, being a short drive from both Arusha and Kilimanjaro Airports.

Each of the four villas is self-contained, with its own team – ideal for small groups

and families.

Simon’s highlights

“I enjoyed the laid-back, homely feel about my villa. The villa is large, and has a



rambling feel about it, without losing personality. I arrived after a long day of

travelling between camps in the Serengeti and immediately relaxed into the rhythm

of the place. A short walk along the golf course produced some excellent last-minute

birding bonanzas and dinner on the verandah was the perfect end to my Serengeti

safari.”

TRAVEL WITH AFRICA GEOGRAPHIC

Have a look at our migration safaris on offer:

• Serengeti Great Migration Safari (4 days or more)

• Maasai Mara Migration Season Safari (7 days)

Travel in Africa is about knowing when and where to go, and with whom. A few weeks too

early / late and a few kilometres off course and you could miss the greatest show on Earth.

And wouldn’t that be a pity? Search for your ideal safari here, or contact an Africa

Geographic safari consultant to plan your dream vacation.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR, SIMON ESPLEY

Simon Espley is an African of the digital

tribe, a chartered accountant and CEO of

Africa Geographic. His travels in Africa are

in search of wilderness, real people with



S i m o n  w i t h  p h o t o g r a p h e r

Frank Gabriel

interesting stories and elusive birds. He

lives in Cape Town with his wife Lizz and

two Jack Russells, and when not travelling

or working he will be on his mountain

bike somewhere out there. His motto is

‘Live for now, have fun, be good, tread

lightly and respect others. And embrace change.’
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P
hotography is all about light. Visiting one of Africa’s magnificent wild

places is always an adventure, but experiencing it in great light can make

it an out-of-this-world experience that you’ll remember for a lifetime. In

the early morning and late afternoon, the low standing sun brings out

an array of colours that add a magical touch to the scenery. Sudden dust

storms or seasonal cloud cover also create special light conditions, which transform a

wild place into a fairyland. These are the best opportunities for extraordinary

wilderness experiences and for capturing stunning photographs.

We would like to celebrate Africa’s extraordinary light by showing you some

amazing images taken on slide film from Namibia.

Sossusvlei in the Namib Desert is usually just a dry, white clay pan surrounded by

mighty dunes. Every five to eight years, however, the pan is flooded by the Tsauchab

River during times of exceptional rainfall along the escarpment a hundred kilometres

further east. This photo was taken just a few minutes before sunset after having

waited two hours for the sun to reappear from behind the clouds in the west.

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

 



The first light at the Quiver Tree Forest in southern Namibia conjures a golden glow

onto the trees. The Quiver Tree Forest is a prime example of the dramatic light

changes during the day. When visited at noon, the area looks rather bleak and harsh,

but when the sun stands low in the early morning and late afternoon, the scenery

transforms into a fairy landscape.

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

 



In the early morning light the gravel plains west of Sesriem shine with warm colours.

Within days of a rare rainstorm the rather monochrome desert landscape transforms

into a colourful carpet of greens and yellows from sprouting grass and flowering

devil’s thorn.

The dry Sossusvlei is surrounded by mighty dunes. In the late afternoon the beautiful

shapes of the dunes combined with the fascinating play of light and shade offer

endless possibilities for stunning images.

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

 



Baobab and palm trees surround the Epupa Falls along the Kunene River in north-

western Namibia. Where the river suddenly drops in a series of waterfalls, it produces

a deafening sound of thunder and throws white columns of spray into the air. Add

picturesque baobab trees balancing on rock outcrops amidst the cascades and you’ve

got a magic water world.

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

© Claudia and Wynand du

 



A dramatic sunset at the Fairy Tale Forest in the Etosha National Park after a heavy

rainstorm has just passed. When the sunlight finally breaks through in the western

sky it pours a symphony of colours onto the flooded savanna that just an hour earlier

resembled a barren desert.

An aerial view of the landscape near Sossusvlei with soft cloud shadows offers a

glimpse into the vastness of the Namib Desert. When experienced by road or on foot

the desert is grand, but it’s even more breathtakingly beautiful when seen from the

air. The change in perspective truly opens up a new world.

Plessis

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

 



An elephant herd passes in front of a pink sunset sky in Etosha National Park. There

is not the slightest sound coming from the procession of giants walking past, several

tons heavy but quiet as mice. They soon fade in the dusty twilight before they finally

are lost in the dark.

Deadvlei with its bizarre dead Acacia trees offers countless photographic possibilities.

However, this image can only be taken in a short time window at sunset, when the

pan floor is already in shade and the dune behind is still illuminated by the setting

sun.

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

 



Elim Dune near Sesriem offers a magnificent view towards the Naukluft mountains at

sunset. In the rainy season there is a chance that a soft carpet of grass and clouds in

the sky add to the magical atmosphere.

Cloud shadows over the plains and dunes of the Namib Desert near Sesriem

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

 



transform the scenery to look like a painting. This array of pastel colours is a rare but

extraordinary sight in this desert landscape.

Giraffes walk across the grass plains north of Okaukuejo in the Etosha National Park.

The dry season with its clear sky and dusty landscapes offers great opportunities for

animal silhouettes against the setting sun.

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

 



The Spitzkoppe skyline under a clouded sky glows in the last sun rays of the day.

Photographed at dusk or dawn the granite takes on a pleasing warm colour with an

orange tint and offers great photographic opportunities with its variety of shapes.

TRAVEL TO NAMIBIA WITH AFRICA GEOGRAPHIC

Travel in Africa is about knowing when and

where to go, and with whom. A few weeks too

early / late and a few kilometres off course and

you could miss the greatest show on Earth. And

wouldn’t that be a pity? Search for your ideal

safari here, or contact an Africa Geographic safari

consultant to plan your dream vacation.

© Claudia and Wynand du

Plessis

 



FLY WITH AIRLINK TO NAMIBIA

The Africa Geographic team flies with Airlink, who offer multi-destination flight

options across southern Africa, including Namibia, and a convenient Lodge

Link program, direct to popular lodges in the greater Kruger National Park and

beyond.
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